Ⅰ．Read the information below; then complete the exercise that follows.
Although the world population reached to seven billion people, Japan is facing rapid
decreasing of population and aged society.
Present population in Japan is about 127 million; it will become 97 million in 2059. See
charts.
This big population change will cause the shortage of work forces, decreasing of GDP,
heavy burden for younger generation to support social security, such as pension, and
medical cost for elderly.
National and local governments are executing countermeasures to ease this drastic
population change.
For example, "work and the family balance policy," subsidy program for young family
who has the child, and building nursery school.
Its purpose is to help both males, and female workers balance the career and child raising,
and expecting the increase of birth rate.
However, we haven't seen any outcomes from these policies yet.
Question1
Using your knowledge of social science, write a short essay about the cause of Japan's
population change from three viewpoints.
(1) Rational Choice (economical) viewpoint
(2) Social and Cultural viewpoint
(3) Psychological viewpoint.
Question2
Then, make an effective policy measure for Japan, and discuss why your policy idea can
be expected to work.
When you consider making public policy, be attentive to the possibility, effectiveness,
economic efficiency, and respect to the individual freewill right.
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Ⅱ．Read the sentences below and answer the following questions:
Should anonymous sperm “donation”－a misnomer, since sperm is usually purchased
－ be permitted? A number of countries, including Sweden, Austria, Germany,
Switzerland, the Netherlands, Norway, New Zealand, and several Australian states, have
answered no. The United Kingdom recently joined this list, instituting a system
whereby new sperm (and egg) donors must put information into a registry, and a
donor-conceived child “is entitled to request and receive their donor’s name and last
known address, once they reach the age of 18.” The arguments offered by the
legislators in these jurisdictions in favor of these measures, along with the arguments
offered by scholarly proponents such as Naomi Cahn, focus on one major consideration:
child welfare. The claim is that donor-conceived children are harmed when they are
deprived of access to the identity of one of their genetic parents. Interestingly,
opponents of these measures have battled on the same playing field, disputing the
empirical evidence underlying the claim of harm to children.
(From I.G.Cohen, “Prohibiting Anonymous Sperm Donation and the Child Welfare Error ”, The
Hastings Center Report, vol.41, No.5,2011,p.13)

Question1: What do you suppose are the reasons for opposing those measures?
(within 200 words)
Question2: Express your opinion on anonymous sperm donation clearly, i.e., logically
and coherently.
(within 400 words)

